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What’s new about Cyclops 
since a year ago? 

•  Everything except the name and logo  
•  New Cyclops features include: 

–  Tailored to each user profile, per user alerts 
–  Alerting on prefix hijacks, next-hop changes, new AS 

appearing in the middle (transit), new prefix and new 
AS neighbor (false link announcements) 

–  Providing Global visibility for AS connectivity and 
prefix origins 

–  Monitoring of routes to critical infrastructure, e.g. 
DNS TLDs 

–  Anomaly listings (anomalous depeerings, bogus 
ASNs, bogon prefixes, long/short prefixes) 
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Cyclops as a network watchdog 

Rules  
of expected 

behavior 

Cyclops 
 Engine 

Network  
data 

•  My ASNs 
•  My Prefixes 
•  My Neighbors 

Alert generation •  RIBs + updates 
•  show ip bgp 
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My Cyclops: user specific alerts 
•  Prefix alerts: 

–  Origin change: origin AS not in white list 
–  Nexthop change: nexthop AS not in white list 
–  More specific: more specific of my prefix 

•  AS alerts: 
–  New prefix: my AS starts announcing a new prefix 
–  New neighbor: my AS appears connected to a 

new AS 
–  Transit: my AS appears in the middle of the path 
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1) Add my prefixes 
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2) Configure alerts on prefixes 
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3) Add my ASNs 
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4) Add my AS neighbors 
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5) Configure AS alerts 
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My alerts 
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Email alerts 

------------------------------------------------- 
Mark as false alert: 
http://cyclops.cs.ucla.edu?v=false_alert&uid=59&aid=2879977 
Alert ID:                     2879977 
Alert type:                   origin change 
Monitored ASN,prefix:         192.35.210.0/24 
Offending attribute:          192.35.210.0/24-3921 
Date:                         2009-03-02 15:39:06 UTC 
Duration:                     00:00:01 (hh:mm:ss) 
No. monitors:                 1 
(http://cyclops.cs.ucla.edu/view_monitors.html?aid=2879977) 
Announced prefix:             192.35.210.0/24 
Announced ASPATH:             812 6453 7018 3921 
BGP message:        
http://cyclops.cs.ucla.edu/show_myalert.html?aid=2879977 
-------------------------------------------------- 
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Bogon prefixes (Cogent AS174) 
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Hijack/misconfiguration 
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Prefix 198.199.165.0/24 that is usually announced by  AS701 
(Verizon) was announced by AS7018 (AT&T) on 2009-05-15 
00:50:25 (until 01:22:42); detected by 14 monitors 



Cyclops needs your feedback 

•  Register at  http://cyclops.cs.ucla.edu  
•  Send feedback to cyclops@cs.ucla.edu 
•  Join the Cyclops group on            ! 

I need your feedback! 
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